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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on a framework for representing a team plan
and its projections on individual agents. The team plan is repre-
sented with a coloured Petri net. Using the implicit place reduction
rule an agenticity hierarchy is deduced: each transition bearing two
or more output places corresponds to splitting the (sub)team into
(sub)subteams; a two-input-place transition merges subteams. The
reduction rule is extended to support the notion of transferof an
agent from one subteam to another. These notions of splitting,
merging and transfer are basic team management structures which
describe the dynamic team hierarchical organisation. At each level
of agenticity a plan is derived from the team plan reduction.Con-
trolling an agent individually requires extracting individual infor-
mation, such as activities involving the agent as well as interacting
agents or subteams at each level of agenticity. The agent-projected
plan encompasses for each level of agenticity an activity plan and
a list of cooperating agents or subteams.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence ]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence—
multiagent systems; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools
and Techniques—Petri nets; I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence ]: Prob-
lem Solving, Control Methods, and Search—Plan execution, for-
mation, and generation

Keywords
Hierarchical Petri nets, object Petri nets, replanning, teamwork

1. INTRODUCTION
In the agent world activity planning has been widely studied.

The increasing complexity of the jobs assigned to agents hasled to
using groups of agents. The groups, when organised and awareof
their organisation, are called teams. The problem of team planning
is considered difficult (state-space size of(2m − 1)kk!

Q
k

j=1
uj ,

with m the number of agents,k the number of goals,uj the number
of recipes for thejth goal).
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Hierarchical task networks (HTN) [11] consist of decomposing
tasks into subtasks until elementary tasks. A set of methodsto
achieve each task is then organised into an agent plan. In thewake
of HTN, Groszet al. [12] base theSharedPlanapproach on the hi-
erarchical decomposition of shared plans into a sequence ofrecipes
to be applied by a team of agents. Their work also inherits from the
logics of beliefs and intentions [6, 7, 18]. Tambeet al. [20, 21]
have focused on team behaviour in STEAM. The planning module
in STEAM uses rules to produce team reactions to external events.

From a different standpoint the representation of the plan itself
tends to make use of the automata theory and the Petri net formal-
ism (see Appendix A). For instance El Fallahet al. have modified
Petri nets [10] to refine actions, to be compared to task decompo-
sition. The multiagent aspect consists in merging individual plans.
Another approach [9] uses hybrid automata to formalise and exe-
cute agent plans. The automata are synchronised so as to merge the
plans. However, in the domain of individual planning, operational
use of Petri nets is appearing for representing an itineraryand con-
trolling the execution of the subsequent plan [4] or even as atask
planning and scheduling tool compatible with Petri net design and
analysis environments [15].

This paper aims at presenting a Petri net-based model for plans
that eases plan information management during plan execution.
The next section introduces the notion of agenticity to denote the
team organisation. Section 3 formalises team plan Petri nets and
their relations to team organisation. Finally section 4 exposes a
way to extract individual plans from the team plan using a projec-
tion operator.

2. MISSION, AGENTS AND TEAM ORGAN-
ISATION

The general framework is a mission specified in terms of ob-
jectives: agents are implemented to carry out the mission and are
hierarchically organised in a team.

2.1 Mission and Goals
The mission is characterised by anobjectiveto be reached by

the agent team. The objective is decomposed into missiongoals,
which are in turn decomposed into subgoals until reaching elemen-
tary goals.

DEFINITION 1. (Agent) anagentis a physical entity equipped
with resources (sensors, actuators, communication devices) that is
implemented to achieve some goals within the mission, therefore
contributing to the achievement of the objective. Anelementary
agentis an indivisible entity (e.g. a robot, a drone) whereas acom-
posite agentis a set of agents that may themselves be organised as
composite agents.
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Figure 1: Decomposing the objective into a hierarchy of goals

Following Shoham’s remark that a group of closely interacting
agents can be considered as an agent in itself [19] a team of agents
is equivalent to a composite agent.

DEFINITION 2. (Goal) for an agent a goal corresponds to a
possible state of the environment such that the actions of the agent
tend to bring the environment to that state.

The decomposition of the objective gives a hierarchy of goals
that must be carried out [20] (fig. 1). Some goals involve elemen-
tary agents, other involve composite agents,i.e. subteams or even
the team itself.

DEFINITION 3. (Recipe) a recipe [12] is the specification of a
course of actions to be performed by an agent, either composite or
individual, resulting in the achievement of a goal.

DEFINITION 4. (Elementary goal) an elementary goal is such
that there exists a known recipe to achieve it (fig. 1).

Several recipes may be available to achieve one elementary goal.
The team plan is extracted by organising a subset of the set of
recipes. The initial plan is attached a possible organisation of the
team.

2.2 Agenticity
When an agent is involved in a group of agents, some character-

istics of the group are inherited by the agent. In particularif the
group is involved in some activity, each individual agent iscom-
mitted to that activity and to the interaction with its fellow agents
[7]. To make use of this property we suggest to consider a team
as anagenticity hierarchy, whose leaves are elementary agents and
whose nodes are subteams,i.e. composite agents. Each node has
for children nodes the agents that compose the subteam it repre-
sents (fig. 2). One can notice that there is no requirement that an
individual agent be represented only once.

More formally the teamX is composed of elementary agents
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}. It is hierarchically organised and each node in
the hierarchyHX is considered as an agentai [19]. Let A =
{a1, a2, . . . , am} be the set of agents in teamX. Preliminary prop-
erties are that:

1. the team is an agent:X ∈ A, i.e. ∃p ∈ [1, . . . , m], X = ap,

2. and each individual has a counterpart in the agent setA: xi ∈
X ⇒ ∃j ∈ [1, . . . , m], xi = aj .

The father of agentai is denotedfather(ai). child(ai) is the
set of children ofai. child(.) and father(.) are functions and

agent
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Figure 2: Agenticity Hierarchy

as such can be composed. The hierarchyHX is an application:
A \ {x1, x2, . . . , xn} → A

ai 7→ child(ai)
.

DEFINITION 5. (Agenticity) the agenticity of agentai with re-
gards to teamX is its depth in the hierarchyHX whose root is the
team:AgX(ai) = depth(ai,HX) = (u|fatheru(ai) = X).
The agenticity of agentai with regards to any subteamaj , ai ⊂ aj

is its depth in the hierarchyHaj
whose root is the considered sub-

team:Agaj
(ai) = depth(ai,Haj

) = (u|fatheru(ai) = aj).

DEFINITION 6. The father agent of agentaj is agentak =
father(aj) corresponding to the father node in the hierarchyHX .
The father’s agenticity is less than the child’s by 1:
aj ⊂ child(ak) ⇒ AgX(aj) = AgX(ak) + 1.

Examples

1. The agenticity of an agent pertaining to no subteam is 1 with
regards to the team:X = ap, xi = aj , 6∃k ∈ [1, . . . , m] \
{j, p} : aj ⊂ ak ⇒ AgX(xi) = 1 (fig. 3).

2. If all agents belong to the same team, the agenticity of the
team is 0 with regards to the agent population:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ai = xj ⇒ AgA(X) =
0,

A = {xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} ∪ {X}.

...

2

1

0

agenticity agent
composite

.........

ma

X = ap

x = aa1 i j

Figure 3: Example 1

DEFINITION 7. (Degree) the degree of an agent is the high-
est agenticity of the individual agents that belong to this agent:
deg(aj) = max(Agaj

(xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, xi ∈ aj). An elemen-
tary agent has a null degree:deg(xi) = 0.

Example

3. If two elementary agents compose the only subteam of a
given team, the team has a degree of 2:aj = {xi1 , xi2}, A =
{X}∪{aj}∪{xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , i1, . . . , i2, . . . , n}} ⇒ deg(X) =
2 (fig. 4). The fatheraj of the two agentsxi1 andxi2 is the
composite agent representing the subteam.
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3. TEAM PLAN REPRESENTATION

3.1 Team Plan Definition
The team plan is designed in terms of a detailed sequence of

tasks, represented as a Petri net.
Let PX be the detailed team plan.PX is a coloured Petri net

[14]: PX = (P, T, S, N, C, F ), such that:

1. P is a finite set of placespi, each placepi represents the
activity associated to an elementary goal;

2. T is a finite set of transitionstj ;

3. S is a finite set of arcssk;

4. N is a node function fromS to P × T ∪ T × P ;

5. C is the colour set;

6. F is a colour function fromP into C.

F :


P → C
pi 7→ HX(pi)

. The set of token coloursC is the set of

agenticity hierarchies. The colour of a given token in a given place
pi, F (pi), is the branch in the agenticity hierarchy correspond-
ing to the activity associated to the place:F (pi) = HX(pi) =
{fatherk(X|pi

), k ∈ {0, . . . , deg(X|pi
)}}, where the elemen-

tary agents involved inpi areX|pi
(team restricted to the agents

involved inpi). Hence each reachable markingM corresponds to
an agenticity hierarchyHX(M) of the whole teamX.

For example, in figure 5, reachable marking{p4, p5, p6, p7} is
associated to an agents’ hierarchy with two subteamsA andB, two
subteamsAA andAB of A and two subteamsAAA andAAB

X

...
1sa

qsa

sa ip

tk

t l

t l

ip

X

...

sa

1sa
qsa

tk

Figure 6: Source and sink structures and their associatedagen-
ticity hierarchies

of AA. Individual agents are the leaves of the hierarchy. Place
p4 is associated subgraph(X, A, AA,AAA, leaves), p5 subgraph
(X, A, AA,AAB, leaves), p6 subgraph(X, A, AB, leaves), p7

subgraph(X, B, leaves).

3.2 Analysing the Team Plan
The team plan bears some typical structures identified as mod-

ifications of the team organisation. Let us recall the notations◦tj

for the input places oftj , tj
◦ for its output places,◦pi for the input

transitions ofpi andpi
◦ for its output transitions.◦ is readily com-

posable: for instance◦◦pi designates the set of input places of all
input transitions ofpi.

DEFINITION 8. (Source, fig. 6) Letsource be the structure
represented by a placepi and a transitiontk such that◦pi = tk

and◦tk = ∅.
The hierarchy born by the structure has an agenticity of 1 with re-
spect to the team:HX(pi)

1= as andchild(as) = {as1 , . . . , asq}.

Thesource structure allows the introduction ofq agents into the
team. It is worth noticing thattk cannot bear two or more output
places because this would mean that a group of agents is introduced
in the team and immediately split. Common sense does not allow
this, all the more since Petri net transitions are considered indivisi-
ble and instantaneous.

DEFINITION 9. (Sink, fig. 6) Letsink be the structure repre-
sented by a placepi and a transitiontk such thatpi

◦ = tk and
tk

◦ = ∅.

1The reference to placepi designates the agent associated topi.
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The hierarchy born by the structure has an agenticity of 1 with re-
spect to the team:HX(pi) = as andchild(as) = {as1 , . . . , asq}.

The sink structure allows the withdrawal or the abduction ofq

agents from the team. It is worth noticing thattk cannot bear two
or more input places because it would mean that several unsynchro-
nised (since not pertaining to the same subteams) groups of agents
withdraw from the team at the same time. Common sense does not
allow it, all the more since Petri net transitions are indivisible and
instantaneous.

DEFINITION 10. (Fork, fig. 7) Letfork be the structure based
on transitiontj such that◦tj = pi andtj

◦ = {pk1 , pk2 , . . . , pkm}.
Firing transition tj inserts before the individual level – for which
Ag = deg(HX(pi)) – a level of agenticity whose (composite)
agents share out the individual agents among themselves:
deg(HX(tj

◦)) = deg(HX(◦tj)) + 1. If in pi, child(aa) =
{ab1 , . . . , abq}, in pkp , p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, child(aa) =
{ac1 , . . . , acm} and∪m

s=1child(acs) = {ab1 , . . . , abq}.

Thefork structure allows creating from a subteamm subteams
whose levels of agenticity are increased by 1.

...

snba
rkba

1
...

...

U
U

s1
r1

{n ,...,n  }   {1,...,q}
{k ,...,k  }   {1,...,q}

...
n

a

1ba qba

jt

ip

mkp
1kp

a

ba
1kba

1ca ca m

aa

...

Figure 7: Fork structure and its associated agenticity hierar-
chies

DEFINITION 11. (Merge, fig. 8) Letmerge be the structure
based on transitiontj such that◦tj = {pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pim} and
tj

◦ = pk.
Firing transition tj suppresses the level of agenticity before the
individual level. It thus fuses the composite agents of the trun-
cated level:deg(HX(tj

◦)) = deg(HX(◦tj)) − 1. If in pip , p ∈
{1, . . . , m}, child(aa) = {ac1 , . . . , acm} and∪m

s=1child(acs) =
{ab1 , . . . , abq}, in pk, child(aa) = {ab1 , . . . , abq}.

Themerge structure allows fusingm subteams to form a single
subteam whose level of agenticity is decreased by 1.
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Figure 8: Merge structure and its associated agenticity hierar-
chies

DEFINITION 12. (Reorganise, fig. 9) Letreorganise be the
structure based on transitiontj such that◦tj = {pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pim}
andtj

◦ = {pk1 , pk2 , . . . , pkp}.
Combining characteristics of the two preceding structures, firing

transition tj modifies the composition and possibly the number of
agents at leveldeg(HX(◦tj)) − 1. However it does not affect the
degree of the subteam:deg(HX(◦tj)) = deg(HX(tj

◦)).
If in pis , s ∈ {1, . . . , m}, child(aa) = {ac1 , . . . , acm} and
∪m

u=1child(acu) = {ab1 , . . . , abq}, in pks , s ∈ {1, . . . , p},
child(aa) = {ad1 , . . . , adp} and∪p

u=1child(adu) =
{ab1 , . . . , abq}.

Thereorganise structure allows fusingm subteams to formp
new subteams, all of them bearing the same level of agenticity.
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Figure 9: Reorganise structure and its associated agenticity hi-
erarchies

DEFINITION 13. (Transfer, fig. 10) Lettransferbe the struc-
ture based on a placept such thattj1 = pi1

◦ = ◦pk1 = ◦pt and
tj2 = ◦pk2 = pi2

◦ = pt
◦.

It modifies the composition but does not change the number of
agents at leveldeg(HX(◦tj1,2)) − 1: there always remains two
of them. The places in the structure correspond to the following
agents:

• pi1 → ar = {aru , u ∈ {1, . . . , m}};

• pi2 → as = {asu , u ∈ {1, . . . , p}};

• pt → at = {atu , u ∈ {1, . . . , q}};

• pk1 → a′

r = {aru , u ∈ {1, . . . , m}}\{atu , u ∈ {1, . . . , q}};

• pk2 → a′

s = {asu , u ∈ {1, . . . , p}}∪{atu , u ∈ {1, . . . , q}}.

Thetransfer structure allows transferringq agents from the ac-
tivity associated topi1 to that associated topk2 . This is equiva-
lent to collocating asource structure and asink structure where
pt represents the withdrawing agents on one side and the arriving
agents on the other.

ta qta

......
1ta qtapsa1sa

sa’

1

jt/=ir
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...

sa psa
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1j
t
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1kp
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...

ra

1ra
mra

...

sa

Figure 10: Transfer structure and its associated agenticity hi-
erarchies
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DEFINITION 14. (Choice, fig. 11) Letchoice be the structure
located between two placespi andpj such that
pi

◦ = {tk1 , tk2 , . . . , tkm} and∀u ∈ {1, . . . , m},
tku

◦ = plu , plu

◦ = tnu andtnu

◦ = pj .
The hierarchy is not modified by the structure:
HX(pi) = HX(pj) = HX(plu),∀u ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

Thechoice structure allows proposingm possible activities for
the considered subteam.

3.3 Abstracting the Team Plan
Representing a team plan using hierarchical coloured Petrinets

[13, 16] – or modular coloured Petri nets [5, 16] – allows for more
flexibility than coloured Petri nets and reduces the amount of du-
plicated information.

The netPX can be abstracted so as to represent the activities at
each level of agenticity. To build this information we extend the
ordinary Petri net reduction rules. The Petri net is reducedaccord-
ing to the semantics of basic team management structures, namely
source, sink, fork, merge, reorganise, transfer and
choice.

RULE 1. — Reduction of late arrival: (fig. 12) If tk and pi

constitute a source structure,i.e. ◦pi = tk, ◦tk = ∅, pi
◦ = tl and

∃j 6= i, pj
◦ = tl, they become a single placepj,i∗ .

t l

*j,ip

... ...
1uba

...

aa

1ba qba

a

lt

kt

jp
ip

aca

ruba
svba

1vba

Figure 12: Rule 1 and its effect on hierarchy

Rule 1 preserves the level of agenticity. However the token is mod-
ified so as to encompass the newly introduced (individual or com-
posite) agent.

RULE 2. —Reduction of early withdrawal: (fig. 13) Ifpi and
tk constitute a sink structure,i.e. pi

◦ = tk, tk
◦ = ∅, ◦pi = tl and

∃j 6= i, ◦pj = tl, they become a single placepj∗,i.

Rule 2 preserves the level of agenticity. However the token is modi-
fied so as to encompass the leaving (individual or composite)agent.

a
svba

1vba

...

aa

1b

b... ...
1uba

aaca

ru

a

jp

lt

kt

ip

qba

*j ,ip

t l

Figure 13: Rule 2 and its effect on hierarchy

RULE 3. — Fusion of consecutive activities: (fig. 14) Ifpi1 ,

pi2 , . . . , pik
arek consecutive places,i.e. ◦pr+1 = pr

◦,∀r ∈
{i1, . . . , ik−1}, they are substituted by a unique placepi1,i2,...,ik

.

Rule 3 is a transposition of the substitution rule for consecutive
places in ordinary Petri nets. It preserves the level of agenticity:
the token is not modified.

bqab1

aa

...pi  ,...,i1       k

...

a

abqab1

aa

...

abq

1i
p

ki
p

...

aa

1ba

Figure 14: Rule 3 and its effect on hierarchy

RULE 4. — Fusion of choice between activities: (fig. 15) If
pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pik

are k possible places,i.e. ◦◦pr = ◦◦ps, pr
◦◦ =

ps
◦◦, ◦pr 6= ◦ps, pr

◦ 6= ps
◦, ∀(r, s) ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}, r 6= s, they

are fused into a single placẽpi1,...,ik
.

Rule 4 preserves the level of agenticity. However the token is mod-
ified so as to bear, if needed, the different possible agenticity sub-
hierarchies. The agent will be tagged as encompassing multiple
possible organising structures.
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Figure 15: Rule 4 and its effect on hierarchy

RULE 5. — Fusion of parallel activities: (fig. 16) Ifpi1 ,

pi2 , . . . , pik
are k places in parallel,i.e. ◦pr = ◦ps, pr

◦ =
ps

◦,∀(r, s) ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}), they are replaced by a single place
pi1,i2,...,ik

.
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Figure 17: Rule 6 and its effect on hierarchy

Rule 5 is derived from the implicit place suppression rule inordi-
nary Petri nets. It decreases the level of agenticity by 1: the struc-
ture born by the token is shifted upwards.

RULE 6. — Reduction of agent transfer: (fig. 17) Ifpi1 , pi2 ,
pk1 andpk2 are the four places of a transfer structure throughpt,
i.e. pi1

◦ = ◦pk1 = ◦pt and◦pk2 = pi2
◦ = pt

◦, they are reduced
into two separate branches withpi1 ,p∗

k1
andp∗

i2 , pk2 .

Rule 6 does not decrease the level of agenticity but modifies the
contents of the structure: the structure born by the token istrans-
formed so that the transferred agents are passed on. The father
agents corresponding to each branch are tagged as operatinga trans-
fer. In fact the reduction is performed by splitting the transfer place
pt and then simultaneously applying rule 1 and 2 on the two sepa-
rate branches of the structure.

The rules are iteratively applied, thus building the dynamic agen-
ticity hierarchy. Rules 1 (source) and 2 (sink) allow to get rid of
late-arriving and early-withdrawing agents before starting the it-
erative part of the algorithm. Iterations begin with testing and, if
possible, applying rule 5 (parallel activities) until it can no longer
be applied. Then the iteration breaks so as to skip to rule 3 (consec-
utive activities) to compress all sequences that have appeared in the
iteration. If rule 5 cannot be applied at all, it is replaced by rule 4
(choice) which in turn, when not applicable, gives way to rule 6
(transfer). The process ends when the net is reduced to a single
place. More details can be found in [3]. The resulting plan then
consists of a hierarchical Petri net whose levels correspond to the

levels of agenticity in the team. Each place develops into a sub-net
of higher agenticity. The tokens in the sub-net hold the agents per-
forming the activities corresponding to the marked places as well
as the children of these agents (fig. 18).

4. REDUCTION AND PROJECTION: FROM
TEAM PLAN TO INDIVIDUAL PLANS
BY THE EXAMPLE

Figure 18 shows an example of a hierarchical team plan. The
plan that appears in figure 5 is gradually reduced in order to yield
a single-place Petri net. Let us consider the marking in greater de-
tails. p4 andp5 are parallel activities. Their tokens are similar and
bear hierarchies respectivelyAAA and AAB and their children
a, b andg. They are reduced intop4,5 according to rule 5. The
resulting token bears the piece of hierarchyAA with its children
AAA andAAB. At the next level several reductions are possible.
First rule 3 is applied on two sequences.p8a − p8b is reduced into
p8 andp4,5 − p9 becomesp4,5,9. Then on one handp4,5,9, p6,
p10, p11 andp12 show a transfer structure: they are reduced into
p∗ = p∗

4,5,6,9,10,11,12 according to rule 6. In that structure tokens
bear from left to rightAA and its childrenAAA andAAB, and
AB and its childrena, d andg. On the other handp8 is an alter-
native top7. They are reduced intõp7,8 according to rule 4. The
token is not changed while moving through the sequence and bears
b, c, e, f andg. Sequencesp2 − p∗ andp3 − p̃7,8 − p13 are ag-
gregated into respectivelyp2,∗ andp3,7̃,8,13 according to rule 3. At
this stage the structure resulting from all previous reductions bears
these two parallel activities. The structure is reduced into p2,...,13

using rule 5. The last stage of the reduction concatenates the se-
quencep1 − p2,...,13 − p14 into a single placepm that represents
the mission. The token in the sequence is composed of the hierar-
chy team and its children. Forp1 the children area, b, c, d, e, f

andg. Forp2,...,13 they areA andB.
The Petri net in figure 5 in fact corresponds to thedetailed global

plan built from the leaf-places of the hierarchical team plan in fig-
ure 18.

The hierarchical structure of the team plan now allows the agents’
individual plans to be derived. This is done through a projection
mechanism.

DEFINITION 15. (Projection) the projection of the team plan
on agentai is an agent plan whose hierarchy of places has been
cut to levelAgX(ai) and the hierarchies of agenticity are cut to
levelAgX(ai): deg(HX(ai)) = AgX(ai).

DEFINITION 16. (Agent plan) the plan of agentai consists in
the path ofai’s token in the team plan and all levels above. The
corresponding activities all involveai or its ancestors in the agen-
ticity hierarchies.

The projection of the team plan on an agent consists in isolat-
ing the places of the corresponding level of agenticity in which the
agent is involved and extracting the hierarchies of places and of
agenticity associated to the places.

Let us unfold the previous example. Figure 19 shows the agent
plan for the elementary agentd. At each level the team plan Petri
net has been pruned so that the remaining places involved or its an-
cestors. One can notice that the same operation can be performed
locally for agentAA. Locality is a consequence of the fugacity of
AA due to its being a composite agent. Modifying the team organ-
isation according to the activity creates local cooperation groups.
For instance in marking{p4, p5, p6}, a, b andg are collaborating
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for p4 andp5 in resp. AAA andAAB, whereasb is not individ-
ually involved withAB: their interface withAB is AA andAB

does not need to know the specifics of the activity of each individ-
ual agent.

5. CONCLUSION
In the general framework of agents carrying out a mission spec-

ified in terms of objectives a Petri net-based representation of team
plans is presented. In this approach agents are hierarchically or-
ganised in a team. Each node in the agenticity hierarchy can be
regarded as an agent. The plan itself is represented by a hierarchi-
cal Petri net whose places are agents’ activities. The organisation
of the team dynamically changes as the marking in the net evolves.
The team plan is designed for team activity monitoring.

From the team plan a projection operator allows to derive in-
dividual plans so that each elementary agent knows which agents
may interact with it for any activity. The interaction information is
held in the tokens of its plan as an agenticity sub-hierarchy, whereas
the (hierarchical) marking gives the current activities atall levels of
granularity/agenticity. The conjunction of individual plans permits
distributed team coordination.

The distribution of the information at all levels of agenticity in
each agent may facilitate team management. In particular, in the
context of teams of robots, it may help in dynamically responding
to an unforeseen event, such as a failure or an external action. A
modification to the initial plan — a repair — will be provided,in-
volving agents at an individual (robot) or global (team) level. Cur-
rent and future works concern the development of EΛAIA, a Petri
net-based decision architecture for local replanning within the team
[1, 2].
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APPENDIX

A. A PETRI NET REMINDER
A Petri net< P, T, F, B > is a bipartite graph with two types

of nodes:P = {p1, ..., pi, ..., pm} is a finite set of places;T =
{t1, ..., tj , ..., tn} is a finite set of transitions [17, 8] (fig. 20(a)).
Arcs are directed and represent the forward incidence function F :
P × T → N and the backward incidence functionB : P × T →
N respectively. Aninterpreted Petri netis such that conditions
and events are associated with places and transitions respectively
(fig. 20(b)). When the conditions corresponding to some places are
satisfied, tokens are assigned to those places and the net is said to be
marked. The evolution of tokens within the net follows transition
firing rules. Petri nets allow sequencing, parallelism and synchro-
nization to be easily represented.

(a) Standard
Petri net

!message

buffer full

?message

buffer empty

(b) Interpreted Petri net

Figure 20: A model for a one-stage communication buffer
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